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Manufacturing
With 60,000 sq feet of in-house manufacturing facilities
available, Lowfield’s are able to ensure your project is
manufactured on time, every time. Our locality to the M54,
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products bring efficiency,
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simplicity and reliability to
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M6 and M5 motorway networks enables fast distribution
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and availability of our products and services across the

demands of modern life,

country.
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Sustainability
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Lowfield Timber Frames is committed to the use of
sustainable and well managed forests. We are CATG
Forest Products Certified which enables us to provide
a full ‘Chain of Custody’ under the PEFC (Programme
for the Endorsement of Forest Certification
Schemes) therefore proving our raw
	
  

materials were responsibly sourced.
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Timber Frame and SIPs
Lowfield Timber Frames is an established manufacturer

NHBC Registered For Your Peace Of Mind

of high quality, bespoke Timber Frame Kits and (SIPS)
Structural Insulated Panel Systems, both of which can
be used in the construction of residential houses, care
homes, hotels as well as other commercial and industrial
premises.

Tailored Solutions

Customer Satisfaction

Experienced

and SIPS suppliers places us in the enviable position of

To ensure every project is designed, manufactured

With over 18 years experience supplying our engineered

being able to specify and supply the right building system

and erected to the highest possible standards, we

timber products to numerous customers from self builders

to satisfy our client’s criteria albeit based simply on cost

are members of TRADA, the UKTFA and UKSIPS

and local small builders to large regional and national

in today’s ever changing financial climate, or a required

associations. We are an official Kingspan TEK Delivery

developers, we have earned a reputation for service,

performance specification to simply achieve current

partner. We also have an ISO9001-2008 system in

quality and excellence in all areas. As demand for high

building regulations or the Governments Code

place to ensure that our processes and procedures

quality energy efficient low maintenance homes has

For Sustainable Homes scheme etc.

are maintained and policed as required by this strict

grown, quite simply so have we!

Our unique position as one of the UK’s only Timber Frame

externally audited quality management system. We
also have a team of dedicated field based Contracts
Managers who ensure that quality is maintained on site
throughout the installation process.

Speed and Convenience
Our services range from the simple supply only of a
small local extension, through to the full on site assembly

	
  

of a Timber Frame or SIP Building System on a large
bespoke project, prestigious self build or a multiple unit
residential site anywhere in the UK. In addition to this we
are also able supply a comprehensive range of ancillary
components such as wall ties, lintels, insulation, breather
membranes and vapour control layers.

The Sustainable Way To Build
Factory Built Kits For
Predictable Lead Times

For further information on our products and services,
contact us at enquiries@lowfieldtimberframes.co.uk

